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Local News: Accused killer called unstable
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Florida Freedom Newspapers NICEVILLE - A former police officer
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charged with fatally shooting his former wife outside a day-care center
had mental problems, police and friends said. He had falsely reported the
victim was driving drunk two days before the killing, according to court
records. Ronald Barnicoat, 43, who left the Fort Walton Beach Police
Department in 1997 after five years, was charged with an open count of
murder after Thursday's shooting. He remained jailed without bond
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Friday. Barnicoat is accused of killing ex-wife Laurie Barnicoat, 40, in
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front of several young children as she dropped off their 3-year-old
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daughter at a La Petite Academy. "About three years ago, Ron started
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getting flaky," said Donna Montoya, a neighbor and friend of the victim.
"He was sleeping all day, and would be real sharp and ugly with Laurie in
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front of other people." The couple divorced in June. Three months prior,
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Laurie Barnicoat wrote a letter to a judge asking that he be ordered to
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stay away because she feared for her life and her two daughters, police
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said. Ten days before she wrote the letter, Ronald Barnicoat was taken
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into custody under the state's Baker Act, which lets authorities apprehend
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a mentally unstable person. He had waved a knife outside his
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psychiatrist's office and told police to "just shoot me," according to a
police report. In her letter to Circuit Judge William Stone, Laurie
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Barnicoat wrote that her husband suffered from depression. Stone
granted an injunction, but she asked to have it nullified after their divorce.
He resigned from the Police Department to go into the landscaping
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business but worked only six weeks in the last six years, his ex-wife
wrote to Stone. Friends said the victim, who managed an accounting
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office, was paying her ex-husband alimony. After the divorce he moved
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to Oregon but returned, living in a camper. On Tuesday, he went to the
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Niceville Police Department and sought an escort to enter the home he
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once shared with his former wife, but was turned down because he
wasn't considered a Niceville resident, said Lt. Jason Fulgham. That
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night he called Okaloosa County sheriff's deputies to report that his exDemocrats criticize Southerland on
wife had been driving drunk after an office party. A friend said she did not
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drink any alcohol at the party. The Associated Press contributed to this
article.
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